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FOR LIFE INSURANCE
AND ANNUITIES
SEE ..
GEORGE M. BECKER
Manager
Home Office Branch
1 King Street North
Waterloo, Ontario

"'~
~ HEAIJOFF/CE,WATE/Il(J(),OKTA/11()

LUTHERAN BROTHERHOOD
LEGAL RESERVE LIFE INSURANCE

If it to kes $40,000 to
p rovide $ 100 per month
from 3 % interest. Saving
only $235 a year from
age 25 - 65 will provide
t:1e some income at age
65 p!us $1 0,000 i:1suronce to age 65 .
Garfi e ld Raymond
86 Norman Ave.
Waterloo, Ont.
Ph. SH S-4427

Ted Weber
712 Edna St.
Kitchener, Ont.
Ph. SH 2-8897
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RECORDS
Stationery

Loose Leaf Books

FOR ALL TASTES
e CLASSICAL

Fountain Pens

COMPLETE OPERAS
<i> FOLK MUS IC

School Books

•

Kodaks & Films

e JAZZ
Exceptionally Large
Stock Always Carried

JAIMET'S

Telephone Record De pt.

BOOK STORE

SH 5-8232

Carl Heintzman
Limited
245 King St. W .
Dunker Bldg.

42 King St. W .

SH 2 -4409
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DIAMOND MERCHANTS
10 King Street West

Phone SH 5-9815

112 King St. West

AA VON SMOKE SHOP
TOBACCOS, CIGARS and CIGARETTES
MAGAZINES and PAPERS
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Compliments of . . .

Compliments . . .

HOGG FUEL AND

P. HYMMEN CO. LTD.

SUPPLY LTD.

158 King St. W ., Kitche ner

KITCHENER - W ATERLOO

Compliments of

PLYWOOD SUPPLY CO.
Waterloo

King Street

Ontario
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Compli~ents . . .

BOOK STORE LTD.

WASHBURN'S
For all your . . .

Men's' Wear

. . . stationery needs
16 Ontario St. S.

Kitchener
20 King St. E., Kitchener

THE UNITED LUTHERAN
PUBLICATION HOUSE
Religious Books- Ch u rch Supplies
Clerg y and Choir Vestments
Gifts and Mattos

237 King W .

Phone SH 2-9620

KITCHENER

THE Y.W.C.A.
e DANCES -

Square & Round

•

GYMNASTICS

e
e

SPARE TIME ACTIVITIES

CRAFT CLASSES
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RETAIL: 66 QUEEN ST. SOUTH
WHOLESALE: 675 QUEEN ST. SOUTH
Compliments of . . .
Compliments of . . .

BOND CLOTHES
TWIN CITY LAUNDRY

KITCHENER

LIMITED

SHOPPING PLAZA

Cleaners & Launderers

Free Pa rking

•

Compliments of . . .

SHerwood 2-8338

•
24 Gaukel Street
Kitchener

GEO. LOBSINGER
APPLIANCES
Your R.C.A. Deoler
Portables - Phonas
TV
Radios
196 King St. W ., Kitchener
Phone SH 2-830 5

Records

Students are invited to join the more than 43,000 Waterloo County
citizens with Savings Accounts at . . .
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WATERLOO TRUST
AND SAVINGS COMPANY
Kitchener
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':from the €clitor
There are innumerable reasons why an individual decides
on a university education . Why he comes to university he himself
knows best, or thinks he knows . He has some ideas of what he will
gain from such an education, but does he really know how much?
How much he will gain factually depends upon his ability and effort,
of course, but the wealth of worthwhile education he secures above
and beyond all things factual, depends largely upon his attitude.
If he has a mature attitude towards his university education he will
gain the most valuable aid to true living he could have - a sound
sense of values.
The proper function of the university is to gather and select
facts and ideas for presentation to the student. It also suggests
interpretations of these facts as a whole, that is, exaluations of the
sum total of these facts. While doing this the university can instil
in the students a keen appetite for knowledge and the desire to carefully analyze the knowledge that he has gained.
The university can guide the thinking of the student and
expose him to worthwhile ideas, open new and wide avenues of facts
and thoughts of interest to the student. Thus it can help h im to develop a broader outlook and imbue in him the desire to search for
which is real , genuine and lasting .
But the university can only offer this training and incentive
it's up to the student to accept it and profit from it.

Y;/h~--

THOS E
FRESHMAN
INITIATIONS
.. . Dave Smith
Chairman of "Frosh Initiations"

To assume that one's enrolment in
Waterloo College has been due to a profound awareness of his intellectual poverty would be highly unlikely. A more
realistic approach is pernaps ultimate ly
to foci litate and ensure h is sustenance.
No doubt aspirations are nourished regarding such by-products a s participation in sports or student affairs or fraternizing with the co-eds. But what are
the implications which follow Initiation
Week?
T he hectic program undergone during
your early days on Waterloo Campus
may then have seemed, from all practical aspects, to have been sorely lacking
in anything even remotely connected
with an education. However by now, no
doubt, you are conscious of those subtle
benefits of which only a participant in
such activities could a .o preciate. T he program t his year had two limitations: in
the first pl a ce, no activities which wou ld
unduly e mbara ss or endanger the health

As the Indian burieth the hatch et,
So the Sophomore burieth th e " dead
horse. ~~

of the individual could be tolerated ,
and, in t he second place, no actions
which would be detrimental to the prestige of our college could be carried
through.
With some effort you may recall incide nts which brought the following words
into play- resourcefulness, college spirit, fellowsh ip, tolerance, self-discipline,
group unity and finally respect. It would
be mere conjecture to suppose that all
or any of these aims could come into
play to any great extent in this short
period; but, at least, a foundation hod
b=en established.
The last "dead horse " , the last shoeshine and the last look into the mirror
before you removed your garb may still
be fresh in ~' OUr memory. The ending
of Frosh Week seemed not unlike the
pupa stage in the metamorphosis of an
insect I cast no aspersions! in
which the tangled restrictions of the co-
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coon ore tossed off and a new cycle
is begun . But this analogy does not
even break down here, for, in costing
off the restrictions imposed by the lordly sophomores, the freshman emerged as
a composite individual, on entity in himself yet a mirror of all, a complete student, aware of a common and equal
basis with a democratic goal.
To establish a mental concept of some
of these goals, reflect with me for a
moment on those desirable attributes
which you hove noticed about the people you know more intimately. The sportsmanship, reverence, honesty, reliability
and industry of some of these associates has probably rubbed off on you to
some degree of depth. Similarly it is not
inconceivable that these undesirable qualities hove actually become a port of
your personality. If you ore not insulted
by this supposition - and react by turning the page to another article-perhops it is not too amiss for me to continue by stating that there may be even
on over-all balance of bod characteristics. That these could be bod without
your knowledge may be due to the fact,
that, in the company you keep, your
bod characteristics ore not too apparent .

\i,\\\~
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It is essential, when you join this new
a circle which
circle of colleagues will be ever-widening to remember
that a new ' plateau has been reached,
a new height achieved. Progress will not
remain constant at this level , so it is
necessary to strive on to greater efforts
and achievements. By now you probably
hove on altogether different outlook on
life than you hod bock in your High
School days . This shift of emphasis will

continue to widen os you grow more
mature . Whether you are a non-conformist or a chameleon your whole fu ture will be decided in the next half
decade.
The importance of retaining an open
mind will greatly influence your outlook.
Narrow vision must be replaced or altered so that an appreciation of another's
viewpoint is tolerated and, nay, even accepted. Base your decisions on facts, not
on harbou red prejudices, feelings and o
lack of information.
·
When accounting for your actions, decisions or attitudes, you will alleviate
criticism if you can produce a factual
rather than an emotional influence. It
obviously follows that free advice and
opinions are worth just as much as anything else in the world today.
Of prime importance is a conscientious
sense of duty to those persons responsible for your privileged position . For, at
college, you will, no doubt, discover that
sacrifice and labour are necessary. By no
mean sacrifices you can build the future, the future of your fellow students
and more important, the future of yourself. To derive a maximum benefit from
your brief stay here at Waterloo remember that your career is your own.
In conclusion, you have a special duty
to your country, a land endowed with
vast resources, and a greater duty to
your God, the all-provident being. It is
important, vastly important, that each
and every student obtains the maximum
from this privilege offered with a college
career. Waterloo affords such a privilege,
and it is up to you to take advantage of
this privilege'
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KNOWLEDGE
RELIGION
AND

ADJUSTMENT
... W. H. Bexton

Some of you students of Philosophy
may be at least vaguely familiar with
Hegelian dialectic . You will remember
that the dialectic method is divided into
three stages. There is the thesis, which
consists of definite relationships. But inherent in these relationship there ore
implicit contradictions. These contradictions becoming explicit lead to open
struggle - or antithesis. Finally the opposing forces ore fused to form a new
synthesis.
This dialectic method may be applied
as descriptive of the development of
various aspects of personality. One such
application may be mode with reference
to the development of our attitudes and
beliefs. That is, at the first stage during our childhood - we accept customs, traditions and rituals as they ore
taught to us without question . After a
time, however, in the face of new know-
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ledge, which comes through expe rience ,
we find that we hove reached the stage
of antithesis, that is, there is a conflict
of ideas. The next logical step in the
development of ou r attitudes is to achieve
a synthesis of the opposing forces.
To be more specific let us apply this
to the field of religion. As children we
believe, without question, what we ore
told in our homes or in Sunday School.
We believe in God as he is described to
us. We accept whatever is given to us
as on interpretation of religion, o:1d of
our ov,:n particular brand of denominational Christianity. After a time, however, we probably discover that inherent in the interpretations and concepts,
there ore contradictions and inconsistencies. Not only that, but new knowledge and new ex;-erience seem to be in
contradiction to the once readily accepted religious dogma . Science, particular-

ly, in helping us to view new facets of
reality, supplies dote which seem to
deny principles which we have considered fundamental to our religion. We hove
been taught, for instance, to believe in
a literalistic interpretation of the Genesis accounts of creation. But the geological theory of the evolution of the world,
the biological theory of the evolution of
men and the sociological theory of the
evolution of society all appear to be o
direct denial of what we had been led
to believe was incontrovertible fact . The
more conservative and narrow has b~en
our religious background, the more inevitable is the conflict, particularly as we
undertake o University education . Thus
while the experience is common to all
of us this period of what we sometimes
call "doubt" will be more severe, possibly more prolonged for those whose religious background has not been sufficiently far-sighted .
In such a sitl.:ation there are three
possibi lities. We may deny all facts
which appear to be in contradiction with
our accepted form of religious belief.
Thus we may say, as some students do,
"I will learn as much of this science
as I need to pass my exams, but I will
not accept it or believe it." If this is
your ottitud<:! the probability is that as
soon as we leave college we will promptly and almost deliberately forget everything we have learned except for a few
useful techniques which may help us to
hold o job.
If this is the best solution we can
find, the question is "why do we bother
to come to college at all?" This isn't
a technical school just to train us for

jobs . Of course, we hope that all of us
will find employment when we graduate we also hope, and have reason
to believe, that because we have spent
t;,ree or four years here we will be of
greater service in your community and
more likely to achieve the most signifi cant sort of success. But our basic aim
of the college is not training people for
jobs, but educating them as members
of society. That education implies, at
least in part, a broadness of viewpoint
which acknowledges all truth . Moreover,
if we examine this position f rom the
standpaint of religion we will see that
ultimately it is untenable. Religion claims
to be truth. But the reasonable man
cannot deny the truth of o great many
of the teachings of science. Can truth
deny truth? A greater than any of us
declared, "a house divided against itself
will fall." Truth is undivided whether
it is so-called religious truth or biologi cal truth; the truth of Christianity or the
truth of Chemistry. If we attempt to
divide truth, we are preparing the way
for personality maladjustment that may
lead to a serious collapse.
The second p::>ssibility is to abandon
religion and recognize only scientific or
secular kno·NI€dge . We may feel that in
this way we hove mode o satisfactory
adjustment for after all most of our
lives are spent in matters involving the
material world and the supernatural
or the religious seldom seems to impinge upon us. The question remains as
to whether or not we have made our
adjustment on the highest level possible.
In other words we must consider not
only the matter of adjustment in itself,
but also the level of value, upon which
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the adjustment is achieved, i.e., culturally we could adjust our lives to live like
primitive tribesmen, but we prefer to attempt the infinitely mare difficult adjustment to our awn particular society
because we acclaim far it greater value.
Similarly, the life of quality must be
integrated around high ideals. Great and
important as secular knowledge and science may be, of themselves they tend to
lead a materialistic or mechanistic viewpoint rather than to concepts of ideals.
This is necessarily so because our knowledge is greatly limited. Only those with
kindergarten knowledge profess to know
all the answers. The wise man, the truly
educated man, recognizes that however
much he knows there are still vaster regions of truth as yet unexplored.
Of course, in his search for truth man
has been able to answer a lot of questions. If we profess any measure of
education it is our business and duty to
learn as many of these answers as possible and perhaps to push the frontiers
of knowledge a little further into the
realm of the unknown. But unless we
should somehow become infinite in our
capacity for learning we must always remain finite in our knowledge. Here is
but one small way in which our hoped
for and perhaps even foolishly boasted of
human independence becomes dependence. The only way in which we can
bridge the yawning chasm of the unknown is by a lofty idealism a comprehensive philosophy of life a religious faith.
This brings us to the third possible
way of facing the conflict of ideas and
the resultant doubt. The only rational
way of resolving the conflict of antithesis
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is by synthesis. We con, and if we are
wise, we will achieve this synthesis. In
other words, we will gladly accept all
the truth which modern knowledge can
bring; but we will integrate this with
the value and truth of religious principles. Of course this does not mean that
your religious conceptions will remain as
they are or have been. Many of your
ideas will need to be modified some
of your more naive conceptions will have
to be abandoned. About some matters
of religion we may, in honesty, need to
profess agnosticism. But your religion
will be a more vital thing because it
will not be cut off from the stream of
everyday reality. Moreover, your religion
will grow as experience and knowledge
grow. We will not be in danger of losing it for it will no longer be encased
in the hardened wine skins of outworn
shibboleths. Above all it will be a part
of us because it will be so synthesized
with the rest of your knowledge that
it will become part of the pattern of
your lives. Indeed, it will be that part
which gives the rest form and meaning.
Religion will be this for us because we
will have realized that it is not the verbal expression of religion, the specific
creeds but the principles involved, which
of importance for "the letter killeth
but the spirit maketh free ."
Having thus "worked out your own
salva_tian", we will have reached that
level of personal adjustment where no
matter where we live or in whatever specific occupation we find your place, we
will achieve the best possible in life.
Above all, your lives will be fulfilled
in terms of service to others which is
close to the heart of all true religion .

'Crue 3(indne~~
Clifford Coultes

A youth in his course made a sudden rend
As he sped on h is way to join a friend
To guide the hesitant, shuffling feet
Of a blind old man across the street.
To the murmured thanks I heard him say,
As, he needed no longer, he turned away,
"You' re welcome, I'm sure. That was no bother.
Old man, you might have been my grandfather."
The old man lifted his hoary head
With a look in the sightless eyes that
With a look in the sightless eyes that said,
As those strong, young footsteps rang quick and loud,

" If I was, my boy, I' d be mighty proud."
Then the aging feet took a bolder stride,
And the cane, as much of a staff as guide,
Until now, tapped the walk as it seemed to say,
"With his sight returned, I' d be thrown away."
The boy soon forgot, in fun and song,
What the grateful memory held for long .
To do what any would think they should
With a martyred air, is to spoil the good;
But to help with grace, and a sense of pleasure
Fills the other's cup to its fullest measure.
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1\1isery Loves Company
"£et'<>

CJ:2emini~ce a c.Bit 'J.ro<>h'

Susan Gordon and Elizabeth Belyea

This seemed to be the theme of the
freshmen, as we dutifully carried out
the orders of the sophomores during
our first week of college. At the time
we thought we were enduring physical
and mental torture, but now, as we look
back to those first days, we realize that
everything was done in the spirit of fun
and good sportsmanship.

be sporting throughout the week. The
poils thot we hod to corry ot all times
weren't too much of an asset on the
street or when we went clanging down
to the front row in chapel.
The activities began on Monday night
with a scavenger hunt. As we raced all
over the countryside in search of such
outlandish articles as a pig's jaw bone
and five live flies, we began to wonder
if we were really students about to enter our first year of university!

During this period of initiation, we
were subjected to such hardships os
washing ears, digging in gardens, polishing shoes and, in general, obeying all t:-,e
whims and fancies of the sophomores.
When the non -s mokers collected cigarettes, we wondered if they were collecting a winter's supply for their friends.
However, some of the seniors proved to
be very helpful by warning us of the
notorious characters on the campus to
beware of.

Following the scavenger hunt, coffee
was graciously served to us in the cafetel"io . To the enjoyment of the sophomores and to the horror of the fresh,
one poor soul was asked to stand on a
table and model a size forty corset. Most
of us never really experienced embarrassment until we reached this campus!

The greatest blow to our pride came
when we learned of the outfits we would

On Tuesday night, we were subjected
to manual labour and felt more like
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criminals than students. In a cold and
dismal vegetable patch, owned by the
landlord of one of our esteemed sophomores, we pulled carrots and beets, picked up rotten tomatoes and performed
dead horses for the entire neighbourhood
to enjoy. Although we nearly froze to
death digging in the garden, we were
soon warmed when we roasted hot dogs
for the sophs, beside a roaring fire. At
least we didn't go hungry!
The highlight of initiation activities
was the wagon-pulling parade from the
College to the City Hall in Kitchener on
Wednesday evening . Although it was a
very exhausting experience, it was great
fu!1 doing a snake dance down the main
street, through the buses and theatres.
Even though we were responsible for
traffic problems and much confusion
everywhere, the public seemed amused
with our appearance and antics. The
worst part was doing a dead horse in the
middle of the road, the only result being that the majority of the freshmen
caught colds. We don't know how any
of us had enough energy to attend the
dance after the parade, or to attend
classes the following day, but we managed to survive the ordeal.
Thursday

evening

three

freshettes

decided to have dinner at the Chicken
Nest. Just as we entered, we met a
sophomore a certain literary editor,
who decided to accompany us. From then
on, we did just about everything for
him. We carried his books, held his chair,
hung up his coat, gave him a cigarette
and ordered his meal. The only thing
we didn't do was feed him. We also
drove him back to the college and arrived just as Frosh Court was beginning.
All thos~: who had tried so hard to be
good all week had to wash cars, roll
bottles with their noses the length of
the football field and other such tasks.
After Frosh Court, a variety show was
staged by the freshmen . Many frosh
were too exhausted after the week's activities to enter whole-heartedly into this
activity.
Friday we were allowed to wear our
regular clothes, and what a relief that
was! The final event was a dance held
an Friday evening that proved to be a
great success.
We realize now, as we remtntsce, that
we wouldn't have missed initiation for
the world, but we are looking forward to
next year, when we will be sitting on
the other side of the fence . . . we're
making preparations already!
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MY FIRST

IMPRESSIONS
OF OUR CAMPUS
. . David H. Johnston

My first and mast lasting impression
of Waterloo College was the cordial and
informal welcome extended to me by the
faculty and student body. When I first
walked into the Administration Building,
the pleasant voice of a secretary greeted
me :
" Good morning , Sir, the Dean's office is an the left, please ."
From this moment an, the kind informal manner of the admini strators and
faculty members continues to i:npress me.
No sooner had I presented my Grade XIII
Diploma to the Dean, than I found myself to be a " Waterloon". It was as if
Waterloo was expecting me and was
eagerly awaiting the applications of hundreds more students who would make
Waterloo their home and college for the
next few years.
But there was something here besides
the "open book", something else i.,pressed me and that was the college's
high, majestic view of the Twin Cities.
It seemed as if the campus was perched
on a pinnacle ai:love the hustle and bustle
of the urban life below.
In the first assembly Dave Smit., pointed out one of these convictions of mine
when he said that the fresh class already had a g:>od reputation . It seemed
os if he was trying to instill in us some
of the esprit de c orp~ 'Nhich the sophomores had inherited from their predecessors in .o -evious years. At this same
assembly, Dean Schaus offered counsel
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to any freshmen who were having difficulties with their studies and even personal matters, such as love affairs, etc. ,
etc . . . .
The close relationship between staff
and student was one of the factors mentioned by Elton Trueblood in his recent
article on, · "Why I chose a small college." It has been found that this close
fellowship which exists in the smaller
colleges has produced people of outstanding character and resourcefulness.
In this respect Waterloo is no exception .
Everyone, whether president, professor or librarian, is doing his best to advance the knowledge of the indi 1idual,
which is something the larger universities
cannot boast of in the real sense of the
word.
During our initiation, the citizens of
Waterloo were extremely helpful in providing such rare articles as a bustle, a
straight-jacket and a Y.W.C.A. towel.
This association between city and college
is a great help to an out-of-town student
like myself. They have aided us in facilities for studying, recreation and housing, and have made us feel at home in
their city.
Throughout the student body, faculty
and city, the at:nosphere is one of friendliness and goodwill that makes for a
pleasant and enjoyable pursuit of both
knowledge and social life. Confidentially,
l'r1 planning to enjoy my stay at Waterloo.

~

~ Wilderness

. . . J . A. S. EVANS

of Zin

There ore two things, I suppose, which
exercise a fascination on most people :
the desert and the sea . The sea hides
numerous wrecks and
sunken islands, to say nothing of the
legendary kingdoms such as Atlantis and
Lyonesse which the sea has engulfed.
Unfortunately the sea hides its secrets
too well.
But the desert has more mystery, if
you watch carefuly. Look at the desert flo or; perhaps you will find a piece
of broken pottery. Someone has been
here before you, for the dry sand des•·roys nothing . If a Roman legionnary
has thrown away an old laundry bill
two thousand years ago, you may perhaps find it today. Perhaps you will find
a great many pieces of broken pottery
in a single place. Then perhaps there
was a settlement here, and if you clear
away the sand you will find the remains
of houses.
South of the Dead Sea stretches the
Negev desert, which is one of the most
desolate areas upon earth. The rainfall
totals at best four inches a year, and
the ground is spotted with chunks of
flint which oct like an abrasive on foetory-mode shoes. It hardly seems possible
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that
for
ago
tion

any human life could survive there
lang, and yet two thousa:1d years
it suppo•ted a remarkable civilizawhich is only now coming to light.

The Negev first comes into history
in the book of Genesis, for Abraham
had to pass through it on h is way to
and from Egypt, and he seems to have
made his jo..Jrney with no particular difficulty. T ;1e desert was inhabited even
then; some half dozen sites dating from
the time of Abraham (which is Middle
Bronze I in archeolog ical jargon) have
been discovered by last year. But the
golden age of the Negev came later,
when an Arab tribe called the Na'Jataeans moved in from the south, set up
their capital at Petra straddling the caravan route between Yemen and the Mediterronea;, !J:lrt; and defended themselves
against all comers.
Petra is still a magnificent ruin, although it is a deserted city, and a lost
and forgotten one too, unti I 181 2, when
the explorer J. L. Burckhardt discovered
it. The road to the city lies along the
cliffs with tombs in them cut from the
living rock, throug''l the gorge of es-Siq,
past the ruins of a great Roman theatre
to the city proper. And all about lies
desert.
The wealth of the Babataeans came
from the caravans, but where did they
get their food? For a long time archeologists supposed that th!"!y imported it.
But they underestimated the ingenuity
of the Nabateans.
The rainfall in the Negev is slight,
and when rains do come, they fall in
torrents and flood down gullies which
the Arabs call wadis, leaving the desert
as dry as before . But the Nabataens
realized that if the run-off water cou'd
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be stopped, and the excess gathered in
cisterns, they might b.:: able to in igate
land for agriculture and even have
enough water for cattle.
It is interesting to note that they did
not attempt to build dams in t :1e wadis,
which some modern conservationists
have tried in the Negev with poor results. Instead they undertook to terrace
the banks of the wad is with stone retaining walls which held back the moisture. Catch. basins collected the excess
water and ca rried it off into cisterns.
The result was that the bank of every
wadi became cultivated land.
But meanwhile the Roman Empire
was exp:mding, and the caravan routes
were changing. Petra was finally taken
over in l 06 A.D. T he annexation by
Rome did not mean the end of Petra immediately; in fact, its immediate effect
seems to have been to bring fresh prosperity to the city. But when the Roman
empire crumpled in the east before the
onslaught of Islam, Petra was deserted,
and its irrigation works began to crumble.
But the desert destroys very little .
Lang after the Nabotaeans h::Jd disappeared, grass still grew behind the old
retaining walls wh ile the rest of the land
was dry and barren, and water still gathered in the ancient cisterns. Finally Israel began to develop the Negev again,
and Israeli archeologists have u:-~dertak
en a survey wh ich so far ha; discovered
some two hundred and twenty-five sites
of andent habitation on the desert. Perhops even more important, however, was
the discovery that, when the old terraces
were repaired, the Nabataea'1 irrigation
svstem could still work as efficiently today as it did two thousand years ago.

THE TELEPHONE
. . . Clifford Coultes
"The telephone was invented by
A lexander Gra ham Bell. .
-Almost ony history book
All of us know that. Some of us think
that he should hove known better.
To do hi m justice, this bearded old
Scottish tinker was most likely thinking
of the be nefit of the human race when
Lc worked out the principle of this adorning feature of almost eve ry home in
o:.J r day. He probably visualized with o
tender smile the convenience of being
able to wh isper sweet nothings into a
young lady friend ' s ear while for removed from her. But if he'd thought
much about it, he'd hove mode some
provision against pa rty lines. No doubt
he thought with s;·mpothy of the young
bride, weeping ove r her spouse's comparison of her biscuits to bullets, both in
their ma lleability and their threat to
life, if devo:.Jred , callhg up her mother
to soy she was coming home and being
adv ised to dcown her woes in a cup of
teo and try again. Th us a marriage
mig ht be saved . B ·~t unfortunately, by
this some agent of me rcy, the motherin-law con make her presence felt in a
home without being there, so that nobody con get even with her.
Bell li <ely cons ide red it wonderful t'1o t
professio nal people might be summoned
in no time at any hour, but he never
t h rew a little, block, smug, shining intrument on the floor and kicked it for

getting him up at three in the morning .
He never was told, either, for the sixth
t ime, "Sorry, the line is biz-oy,': by a
stuffy-nosed, sublimely indifferent feminine voice, when he knew that Mrs.
Smith was telling Mrs. Jones about how
fat Mrs. Brown wa s getting, all the time.
The telephone is on ever-prese nt potential medium between yourself and
p:ople you don't wont to tal k to, like
bill-collectors. Now that television is a
reality, future telephones should really
be equipped with small tele-screens in
the middle of the dial , showing the caller's face so t>;ot one con tell whether
to answer or not.
But it is not to be denied that the
tAiep'-lone has its advantages. On on offi:e desk, it makes a dandy paperweight. On party lines its use is a sure
and conceivable method of spyi ng on
one's neighbours. This works both wa ys,
of course, but vou don ' t hove to tell
any secrets on the telephone. You con
talk to your mother-in-law with impunity
the way you like. Of course, that works
both ways too.
However, the telephone is, like everything else, just what ever yo:.J make of
•t. The best way is to be li ke the old
mountaineer who was busily writing besi de his madly ringing telephone when
a friend entered his shock. On being inter rogated, the old man replied, "William, Ah'm busy; and Ah hod thet durn
thing imtoll ~> d hr my convenience."
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The brightly-coloured folder showed the usual bull fighter,
the smiling seno rita and, in bold print :

THE
NEW SPAIN

~

a wa its you . . . with its modern hotels and facilities

I smiled end put the folder on the table.

The
in the
driver
watch

bus left Granado at eight-thirty
morning. Right on time as the
hod told me . . . perhaps my
was on hour and a half fast .

The ;cod wound like a rust-coloured
ribbon among the ranges of the Sierra
Nevada. I watched the rood fascinated
as it unfolded . The holes were well
placed, not tao close together so that
the driver could weave among them
without too mu:h trouble. Now and
then the vehicle stopped ta pick up more
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. . . Bernard Stein

passengers. There were no schedulEd
stops. Every time the bus rounded the
curve, I stared in wonder as a man appeared and waved his arms like a fanatic while standing in the middle of the
road . The driver shouted out a lusty
curse, slammed 0:1 what brakes he had
left, and another passenger was added
to O;.Jr company.
The baggage was strewn along the
aisle of the bus. The heavier boxes were
tied ta the roof so that they cast a

ridicu:ous shadow on the roadside as the
machi,-,e bumped along. Beside me on
the floor was a cage of young chickens
that seemed to resent their present environment. I could not judge what smelled the most, the chickens, the baggage
or the passengers.
A soldier sat beside me who kept itching himself where necessity urged and
sang his own a<.companiment. Ten minutes later I wos doing the same thing
myself. A young girl that sat across
from us was cooling her bare feet in
a basket of lettuce on the floor. Two
elderly Spanish women, dressed completely in black, fanned the stench and heat
from their faces with mighty sweeps of
their fans . As I listened to them chat,
I shut my eyes and imagined a pair of
crows arguing over· o cadaver. Most
Spanish women are born with, or acquire
a voice that sounds like a running cement mixer. This, of course, includes
the se noritas "with dark and flashing
eyes."
When a bus makes its weekly journey
through a small Spanish village in the
South, the people make a grand affair
of the event. They line the streets and
stare as if they had never seen a bus
before. The driver stops the bus as best
he con, yawns and declares o half hour
rest. I left the bus to stretch my legs
and to get away from the infernal smell
of garlic th:Jt seems to predominate the
whole country. As an Americano, all of
them stared at me sweating like a fountain in the one hundred degree heat.
When I came back to where the bus
was, it was gone . A man beside me, who
introduced himse ~ f as Don Jose, assured me that I did not have to worry

because there would be another bus in
a week's time. I rushed around the next
corner and saw my bus taking on a
sickly solution that the Spaniards call
gasoline. One hour later we left the village .
The most modern city in Spain is
Madrid. The most impressive thing
about it is the rapid public transit system . The subway is out of the question .
In fact, it looks like an over-stuffed can
of Norwegian sardines and it smells about
the same.
happened to have had the pleasure
of sitting in a trolley one day when
something went wrong with the electricity (to this day they have not determined the cause ). The trolley stopped and
the driver began to discuss the problem
with the conductor. This went on for ten
minutes. Then the next trolley pulled
up behind and its crew joined the discussion. By the time the next three trolleys had come, the drivers all lit cigarettes and sprawled on the sidewalk in
order to discuss the affair in more comfort .
One half hour later all the trolleys in
Madrid stood in one long line, stretching for blocks, with all the drivers sunbathing on the sidewalk. Of course all
the Spaniards will tell you that it had
never happ ened before. I walked home.
You will probably never believe me
unless you see it for yourself. But the
fact that no Spaniards is ever in a rush
is one of the many charms of Spain .
Every Spaniard whether he is a street
sweeper or a count, has his own philosophy-but that would be a story in itself.
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DEN DROLOGICAL RESEARCH
. . . Science Deportment
Some time ago I was approached and
questioned on behalf of the Cord as ·_to
my fitness to contribute on article. It
was pointed out tnat ce•tain faculty
~embers ·would be writing of their summer oc.tivities (or such activities as they
ore willing- to communicate). Perhaps I
could write on some of the work with
wj,icl1 ·1 om connected. Frankly, I could
see nothing romantic in a grey-haired
old codger puttering about o;nong pine
plantations, followed by as many assistants as the budget will allow, climbing
up and down loddzrs and gathering assorted data on growth responses . However, perhaps there is something of
interest ood, for better or for worse, here
is a bit about it.
Dendrology, the study of the tree 1 has
been a neglected p r10se of B:Jtony in
North America . This in one way is hard
to credit because the study of trees
and forest monogemeQt has been a major
occupation in Europe for almost as long
as history records, and our continent is
so largely populated by people of European stock. But perhaps the presence
of such on unlimited expanse of forest,
with the conclusion that the tree populc!tion could never be exhausted, led them
o.n on orgy of destruction that is e·1en
now just beginning to cease. Our re::ord
of timber management in North America
has been one of mining, rather than
forming. Even our Faculties of Forestry
in Universities hove been concerned
mainly with how to get rid of trees and
to convert them to lumber. The attempts
to replace those trees and to understand
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the processes of growtn hove been sporadic and much too meagre.
As population increased the amount
of cutting exceeded the wildest estimates. At the same time the pine blister
rust killed off the white pine as useful
source of lumber, and the chestn'-!t blight
completely obliterated one of the most
useful and ornamental trees. Wit;,in the
post twenty years the Dutch elm tree
disease has threatened the some fate to
our elms. It has thus been apparent for
some time that we ore using up the
trees more rapidly than we ore replacing
them o:1d that it is high time that we
begin to do something about it. Thus
has grown up on interest in dendrology,
a ided by those interestzd in conservation and water retention, and by tnose
w:,o see a gold mine in the harvest of
Christmas trees.
Dendrology began as on active phose
of Botany in the Eastern United States
and has reached full flower in such places as Cornell and Duke. However, Ont:Jrio has been concerned with all aspects
()f the subject, and much useful work is
being carried on here.
It is with the Ontario scene that we
ore most concerned and the remainder
of the article will be devoted to that. It
might be noted here that the first fullscale symposium on dendrology was held
lost year at the Experimental Form in
Ottowa.
1\t first it was felt that the main problems were those of determining what to
plant and where to plant it. Jock pine
and red pine from our native stock
seemed to offer the best possibilities. The

Scotch pine, which grows into o stately
and useful timber tree in Europe, was
introduced os representing the final
answer. It v.os when they observed that
this tree, t:1ough grown under what appeared to be iden~icol conditions with
its native habitat, sprung up rapidly to
height of some twenty-odd feet and
0
then deteriorated into o s:roggly moss,
that Botanists began to realize that there
was more to growing trees than appeared
at first sight.
Workers divided into two schools of
thought os to the best method of planting. Some favoured transplants ond were
instrumental in obtaining establishment
of the present system of nurseries that
now dot Ontario. The transplant system
is most useful in Southern Ontario where
smaller plantations ore the rule . Other
workers favoured seeding and joyously
scattered seeds here and there about
Northern Ontario, especially where fires
hod denud ~d Iorge areas. They found
that these seeds went largely to feed
mice and chipmunks. Therefore, much
thought was given to "pelleting", that is,
to the devising of o met:,od by whi:h
each seed could be surrounded by o nutrient material that was doctored to make
it repellent to small animals and birds.
Some success has been achieved but the
perfect pellet has not yet been created.
This method, with its wastage, is the
only method of us~ in the large areas to
be replanted.
Either of these methods requires seed.
For this purpose, in 1922, a tree seed
plant was erected at Angus, near Barrie,
on the outskirts of Camp Borden . This
plant still functions and it is here that
we hove our headquarters and laboratory. Part of the seed harvest is picked

by wo. kers at the plant who travel all
over Ontario to obtain the seed. The
remainder is bought, and this method of
acquisition brings in the most of t :1 e
evergreen seed. The pickers are mainl y
Indians, and for the short pzriod of harvest it is a reward.ng occupotion.
For instance, one Indian matron near
Thessalon cleared over one hundred dollars a day for over o week with no other
equipment than some rickety ladders, a
rawhide whip and fourteen children . She
p:..rt the ladders up to a likely-look ing
tree, p i: ked up the whip and started in
on t~e children . With true aboriginal
stolidity they nipped up the tree as the
lesser of two evi Is. The mother then exposed herself by standing under t:•e tree
and received o barrage of cones. These
she collected and sold. I hove never
been able to find out how she got the ·
family down again, as from descriptions
given I would judge that she was not
built for climbing trees to s!-loo f-.em
out. But they could pick the cones from
s~veral trees per day .
With the advent of nurseries, problems relating to tree growth arose much
more rapidly than they could be answered and as a result workers began to
seriously explore the field . Many are
now active in this endeavour. Hills and
Carmen work out of Maple District Office on problems relating to soil. Slonkis,
ot the same station is concerned with
parasitic mycorrhizo os related to growth .
At the experimental form ot Petowowo
spacing effects, pruning effects and soil
studies ore carried out. Here they ore
now building a huge laboratory to be
devoted entirely to forest research. Their
proximity to Chalk River makes it easy
for them to do tracer work. Heimberger,
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again at Maple, is working on genetical
st;.;dies and grafting. Physiological growth
problems receive attention also at National Research Council at Ottawa and
at University of Toronto. Insects attacking forest t rees ore studied by the entomologists at the Insect Laboratory in
Sault Ste. Marie .
This is by no means the whole story,
nor does it attempt to list those who are
working. But it should show that the
problem is being well and truly attacked .
Our own phase of the work started
out as being essentially practical, and
has gradually bocktra::ked to fundamental research. Most research problems
have to relate eventually to normal
growth . It was found that a true pottern of normal growth hod never really
been developed. This is something thGt
requires accurate measurement and recording for several years, throug:1 dry
and wet, through hot and cool, until e xternal factors can be assessed and some
normal pattern established. Also, expression of normal growth has been difficult to establish, heretofore largely based on linear growth measurements. Using
our results, Duff of Toronto visualized a
n3w method of growth pattern as a
volume factor and has developed an interim method of expression that is much
superior to older methods. This year
should give us the d ~ to we need, and examination of results o:1d their inclusion
into the overall results should enob!e him
to complete and perfect his method.
What does our little group do? Essentially this. We hove chosen the Red
Pine to work on since it is the main
plantation tree and is re:atively easy to
work with . We have trees picked and
lobelled in different plantations through-
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out Simcoe County. For some years we
1-.m e been accurately measuring, at definite intervals, all phases of their growth
activity. These records ore usually converted to graphs which are pinned up an
the laboratory walls. The sod corollary
is that certain double-page spreads from
"Esquire" (and before Esquire turned soft
too) hove to be gradually replaced. (I
know that these should be destroyed,
but they ore useful. Each year, on closing t:1e lob, I hide them . The length of
time that it tokes my assistants to find
them next spring and get them pinned
up gives me on indication as to the vim
and vigor that I con expect from the
help that summer. Furthermore, the portion of the wall that attracts his attention gives us a clue as to the amount
of scientific knowledge that a visitor can
safely absorb. In many cases, he is just
as happy if we ignore him altogether.)
(So we keep the awful picture.) (But
this year I hid them so well that I doubt
that I sh:JII ever find them myself.)
The growth data is partially worked
over during the summer, but is then
transferred to Toronto where it is worked
into t:1e whole picture. As I said, it is
hoped t:1at enough has now been obtained to make that picture complete .
Besides growth data we are also concerned with growth aberration as produced by hormones. Application of different hormones at different seasons and
under a wide variety of different conditions ore mode and results recorded.
Useful preliminary results hove been obtained, but a great deal more work has
to be done there.
Side issues continually creep in, and
of these I shall mention two. The first
one was brought about by a considero-

tion of root pruning os a method of
making the tree produce more cones. It
is known that pruning of the roots causes
trees such as the cifrus to bear more
plentifully. Would it work the same for
the pine?
But plantation trees are planted by
machines and the root of the seedling
tree is swiped into the soil sideways. Does
the root system of the tree maintain this
pattern, with the roots more or less all
in one direction? We had to know before we could do any judicious root pruning , and there was only one way to find
out. We had to dig out under the tree
and make a root map of representative
samples. We procured some expensive
excavating tools from a scientific house,
but they did not work. I ended up with
an old soup spoon with a bent handle,
that I found in the town dump. My assistant devised some sort of abstractionist-looking machine, that suited his burrowing proclivities, out of a piece of
tin. We then set to work.
The village of Angus is not large and
is not imposing . Other than being written up well in "Hush" a couple of times,
it has no claim to fame. But one thing
it does have and that is a new minister
about every year. And the new minister
is usually happy to see our group arrive . For it is as though while he has
not been fated to go and minister unto
the heathen, he has had, providentially,
heathen unloaded into his midst. He pays
us some attention for a while. The minister of the year of tl,e digging was extra solicitous, even to the point of coming to visit us at work. The sight of two
grown men heed-first down u!1der a large
r-ine tree, busily e:1gaged in scrabbling
out dirt with spoons (I might say in our

defense, that we had to use small instruments so that we would not damage
lOOts), seemed to unnerve him . And
when to his inquiry we replied that we
had a bet on as to whether a tree went
as far down as it did up, he gave up and
went home. Nor would he look us in
the eye ever after.
The other side issue had nothing to
do with trees but arose from chance
observation of army worms crossing an
ant hill. As the worm went over the
hill (and he did figuratively in many
cases), the ants rushed out in great
numbers and everyone took a healthy
bite. This caused great activity on the
part of the worm. Some worms, as they
jerked frantically, jerked straight ahead
so that they managed to get out of the
danger zone and so escaped. But others
writhed and snapped back upon themselves, covered no ground and were
eventually bitten to death .
What causes the difference between
a forward-jerker and a snapper-back in
army worms? Is it some difference in
their nervous system? We collected
bottles of each for dissection but have
not ever dissected them. This was such
an interesting problem that we laid great
plans for rearing them to establish pure
strains and then crossing to see which
trait is dominant. For if we could only
find some way to develop a race of army
warms that constantly went in circles
t'•en their migrations would be hindered to the extent that they would no
longer represent a problem. There is a
research problem that we had to let go
for lack of time. I will give it free to
anyone who wants to take it up. I will
also give him t'•e two bottles, neatly
labelled, of pic ~Jed army worms.
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ORQUE- ROOM
ALLIES
. .. Cli fford Coultes & Joe Rees

Well, the big happy family of Waterloo College is together again , with, of
course, some changes and replacements.
A fresh group of frosh has been wel comed into the fold, and, as usual , this
welcoming has been the hig l, light of the
first week. Perhaps tne frosh felt at first
that they had gotten into a wolf-pack,
rather than a sheep-fold. But, as Chuck
Beaton told them , in his fatherly way,
it "only hurt for a while", and we did it
"to show how m uch we loved them " .
When it was aver, we're sure the Freshmen agreed.
We'd like to stop here to congratulate Dave Smit:t and his helpers on
what we thought was a well-conducted
program . We 'd also like to congratulate
them on coming through it without getting lynched. They were wise to keep the
frosh busy doin'J dead horses ond shining
s'1oes so th ey co uldn't get together to
torm ony di re conspiracies. If the InitiatiOn committee could have negotiated- o
deal with W illiam Ston e Sons Umited
concerning oil the dead horses around
here that first week, they' d have been
able to set up a fund to give all the
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19 57 frosh a free trip to the Rockiesbut of course those who' ll be sophs
next yea r wou ld make them walk anyway, maybe p ulli ng t hei r superiors (for
a week) on a haywagon .
Speaki ng of haywagons, it must have
been a welcome change for the frosh
to pu ll one, a nd act like live horses
instea d of dea d ones. At least the wagon
got to t he Kitchener city ha ll without
a fl a t or any other accident this yea r,
t',ough t he horses nearly ra n away a
time or two . However, they were stopp~d, probably much to the disappointment of the onlook ing citizens. One
wonders what the residents of the Twin
Cities think of the co ll ege crowd during
initiation week, but they're likely past
bei ng surprised at anyth ing by this time .
T he wagon ride and ensuing snake
dance were most s.oectacular th is yea r as
last some of t he credit for wh ic h
goes to Tom Oleksiut, better known
as Turk, who cam e forwa rd again to
lead the frosh on their merry round .
Wherever the rest of him is, Turk's
heart must stm be at Waterloo for

one night a year, anyway.
Something to be considered gravely
by prospective legal experts was the
frosh court, in which Arn Stover,
and
Doug
Gerber
John
Stoddart
certainly did justice not saying to
what. We highly commend the conduct
of t h is court, run as it was on the basic
assumption that "every man is guilty
until proved innocent." It's a big help
when you don't let the defense counsel
say more than half a dozen words at a
time, and then pay no attention to what
he does say. This policy saves considerable time and trouble.
Having advanced to lordly sophomoreship, we were able to look at initiation
from a different angle this year. By the
time it was over, we were getting spoiled;
it wasn't easy to start doing our own
chores again . Some of the f rosh were
getting pretty curte by the ICJst day or
two. When approached for a shoe-shine,
t hey'd take a hasty squ int ot one's shoes,
t hen declare that t heir pol ish was the
wrong color.
After initiation, all the frosh and even
some of us who knew better started atte nding classes regularly. We weren't
able to recognize o single freshette after
they were allowed to remove their warpo int. Too bod to cover up such a galaxy
of b:outy, even for one week o year.
T he football games so for this year
hove been most interesting. The Waterloo
defensive team played goal for the lost
half game with the W este rn Colts, to
e;,d up with a hockey score of 2-0 . At
the game against W estern, there were
o good ho!f-dozen fans in attendance.
At the one against Ryerson , a wish was
expressed that the t~o spectators would
sit together. They must hove been from

opposite sides. It was a fast-mov ing
game, too; the boll went up and down
like a toilet seat.

We hear that Carl Totzke is negotiating to get the Mu les into a league
with the St. Jacob's Jun io r Red Cross
and the Doon Ladies' Aid . We also understand that Lynn Bat'Son has offered to
toke the team out to camp with her
Jolly Oldste rs.
The Mu!es hod a very successful
weekend at Ottawa . They crossed the
river just for the Hu ll of it. Carl Totzke
didn't go, and sub-coach AI Passman
of our local Dutch men enjoyed himself
tremendously. Other Mules, notably Skip
Sellery and Jim McPh e rson also were
right in there.
Oh yes, there was a football game 21-20 for the Mu les. Congrots, boys!
With many carryovers from lost year,
and a good crop of pigskin frosh, in~lud
ing Ronn ie Gem en, Jim Mc Pherson ,
Johnny Enns, and lost year's shy types
like Boot Shoebottom and Murray Packer,
it looks as if this year's lineup has real
patentiol.
Glad to see John Stoddart come
bock with mother' s blessing and father's
cosh to present our dazzling display of
assembly material, which so for has hod
nathing wrong with it.
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Tom Ricker, now that he's engaged,
is ,reoll)! working hard on the Athoeneu m,
and if promises are any indicotioni this
should be "Athy's" biggest _year.
We welcome Dr. Klug el as new house
mother. Word has it that R:>bin Lobott was lost night turned down for a
room, but accepted for a pa rt in Fides
Diana .
Some girls desiring seven late dotes
a week ore living out this year. One girl
in particular we were thinking of-we
won't mention any names but her initials ore Judith Pearce . . . .

Some of our well-known cele::,rities
hove deported for Western . In talking
recently to a couple of them Bob
Forsyth and Neil Widmeye r we
leorne<;f that the gross an the other side
of the fence may look greener, but it's
just as hard to cut. Several other absentees left Waterloo for a less noble
reason but as it is reported D ~ on
Schaus wrote on their examination results, "If thy right arm offend thee,
cut it off" . Last year's president of
Bev Cronmilelr,
has token
S.L.E .,
a position in Elm ira D:stri ct Hig \1 School
to keep the leash tight on our own
Ronnie Zeigel.
This year's president, Jim Jones, like
Paul Revere, jumped on his horse and
rode off in severo I di rectio:-os at once,
his main gallop being to Mon treal for a
Students' Convention. All in all, it looks
like a good student body.
Orchestra leader Dick Face r, left
holding the bog with t:,e departure of
Murray Shantz, and the best port
of lost year's jazz band, filled it full of
wind and formed the Wate rloo Highlanders. The entire fnstrument store (which
consists of one old second-hand air cadet
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boss drum) will be put to capacity use.
The presence of Moneybags Inc., A.
K. Adlington , is felt again this year.
Don't fret-every meal you pay for buys
one brick for a new Waterloo College
building. A new chef odds a masculine
touch to . the kitc hen staff. Irene continues · to do her almost unbelievab le
job in the busier-than-ever Torque Room ,
now with some new help. Several new
faces in the administration office and
on the instructing staff provide a change
of scenery for us oldsters.
Doc Reaman's boys, under the oppressive tyra nny of Carl "King" Goas,
seem under control. The new rubber floor mats keep t he floors quiet, if
not the students. A pat on the back to
the contro ller of the biggest single unit
wihin our college.
Nick, our Bachelor of Janitorial Science, (Waterloo '27), figured if a street
lamp could be bent with a car, it could
be straightened with one, and it worked.
Another man we lift our hat to is the
barber.
Parking facilities proved inadequate
again this year. Too bad there's no room
for expansion. The Track and Field Day
was o much better fiasco this yeor than
last because it was a better day-no
other reason. Notice to patrons using
f,e toilet in the men's washroom jump back quick or you'l l lose a leg.
After weeks of intensive training the
girls' softball team journeyed to London ,
where they won once and lost the some
number of times. A rookie pitcher,
Shei la Hersey, showed fine form on
the mound.
Well, gentle readers, if you've read
this for, so long for now. We'll string
you another yarn next Cord.

One of the leading controversial questio<1S in Canada today is whether or not
Ca:1ada hos an indigenous a:1d distinctive literature and culture. That is to
say, whether or not Canada is recognized and known by the results of her
own original and initial development and
improvement of educational and disciplinary practices far the enlightenment
and the refinement of her people and
whether or not Canadians distinctly illustrate or elucidate this training . At the
some time this statement includes Canadian authors, novelists and poets. In
their creativeness and productiveness ore
they captivated and embodied themselves
by this indigenous Canadian culture that
it flows tnrough f1eir wor ks distin-:tly
and unceasingly so that all of man ki nd
con view it and review it until they recognize that it is purely and originally
Canadian flavoured?

Tne answer to this quzstion is a
doubtful one but again what country con
boost that their culture hos not been influenced by its settlers, early pioneers
and original immigrants who brought
with them ideas and practices of the
homeland? What country can brag of a
pure indigenous and distinctive culture?
It is debatable whether any country in
Western civilization con declare and
prove they hove 0:1 indigenous cu lture
and literature. "Indeed the whole history of Western civilization is a re::ord
of the constant interaction of notional
cultures". A ·nation's literature has depended wholly upon the lives and organizations of their people and these person's lives hove been certainly susceptible
to influence and propaganda of the lives
and organizations of their ancestors and
tneir neighbours.
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American culture has been influenced
by the lives and expel ier.ces of the [nglish and Dutch pilgrims in the north
and the adventurous, excitable Spaniards
in the south west. American notables in
literature hove depended upon their predecessors in the old country. Emerson
gained inspiration and experience from
Carlyle while Longfellow borrowed Hiawatha from the Swedes.
In English literature we see writers
borrowing historical events and natural
inspirations from their neighbo:..~rs on the
continent. And again to even soy Great
Britain has a distinctive culture con be
questioned. 1he Scots still love their kilts
and their po; ridge, not forgetting they
would never forsake their bagpipes and
whiskey, and on Irishmon, too, would
never forget his natural bit of heaven
dressed in its native green and shamrocks. Consequ:= nt ly con on indigenous
notional culture evolve when misformity
exists within its national boundaries?
Rome hod a strong and vitalizing culture but again inspiration and challenge
for betterment came from earlier Greek,
Egyptian and Babylonian civilizations. If
then, Rome hod not a pure and strict indigenous culture con Canada be expected
to hove one?
Although Canada does not hove on
indigenous culture she does hove a
culture and as time moves forw , 1 that
culture, that sense of togetherness is
becoming stronger, more distinctive and
unified. The distinctiveness of Canadian
culture has grown out of the notion's
social organization, geographical environment and political history rather than
profound projections of unique philosophy. This con be seen at every stage
of its development for Canadian liter-

ature has responded to the social, political and physical environment of Canada .
However many barriers have and do
cause disunity in the Canadian culture .
Geographical barriers prevented an early
family spirit and bilingual problems existed and still exist which have thwarted
the productiveness and the distinctiveness
of an all Canadian culture. Laurentian
ruggedness, Ontario Muskeg, Western
wilderness and Alberta's Rockies all prevented unity and national family fortitude and the sense of tvgetherness in
the Canadian people until the railroad
married east and west into geographical
and economical fortitude . To-day the
Canadian Broadcasting Company, radio
and television, can be pictured as the
cultural clergymen of the previous ar.d
present generations for it is they that
are doing the most in culturally unifying
the peoples of this land. It is the CBC
tnat, by the twist of a s Hitch and a turn
of the dial , provides the satisfaction
for people of knowing what others in
their community of Canada are doing at
the same time . Yes! Radio and television are enlarging, strengthening and
unifying the Canadian spirit of togetherness.
The Quebec Act of 1 77 4 a Iso created
problems towards the pursuance of an
indigenous and distinctive culture by allowing the French "habitant" to speak
his native tongue. However, this barrier
does not only exist in Quebec but with
the influx of more and more immigrants
to Canada who are uneducated in the
English language and inattentive of Canad]an government and tradition and society, to-day are rising socially through
the owning of their own farms , homes,
businesses and cars, yet at the same
time are not contributing culturally to

their new homeland . People who ore reaping but not sowing receiving but
not contributing - these are the people
that are making the polyingual problems nation wide.
The problem is growing worse, for with
groups of fer ' ners congregating in
groups of seven to ten - women wearing their native babush :(aS - all speaking their native tongue on street corners Saturday afternOO;"JS - are common
sights in Western Canada to-day where
a native Canadian to bypass the group,
has to step off the curb to go around
them . These people don't care. They are
satisfied being parasites to the culture
and economy of the land. Sects such as
the Hutterites in Alberta and the Mennonites in Ontario create a problem too .
Natively dressed, homogeneously organized and eco,.,omically independent, these
people ore not contributing to the unity
and indigenous distinctiveness of Canadian culture as they are living contrary
to the natural economic life and social
pattern of the Canadian people .
Privately owned radio stations ore not
assisting or co-operating in establishing
a Canadian culture either. Instead of
spending more money and bearing down
on undiscovered Canadian cultural resources, radio stations in Hamilton would
rather sponsor on Italian Festival of Music every evening with some "honkodorey' ' Hungarian folk music period following . CKCR in Kitchener also responds
to the lack-a-daisical foreigners in their
oopeal for native music with a program
"Music From German y" every Sunday
night. The CBC is not totally blameless
either for they transcribe "European Music Box". With co-operation like this how
con Canada have on indigenous culture?
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- - - BE PREPARED - - Zibo Fisher
Well, so you finally mode it to college, eh buster? Well, bully for you!
However, I think it only fair to worn
you that you ore in for more than you
realize . . . oh yes, you ore! By way of
explanation, I'll start with the "for instances" right now.
For instance, I'll wager you don't realize that you ore now a creature aport
from what is generally considered to be
human . You ore now a "college-man,"
and this alone is enough for most people to bon you to on ivory tower all your
own . You shall be accused of being on
idle dreamer, utterly useless and a burden on the state. Your relatives will
think you ore either a mental prodigy,
or a worthless bum . You're in for it,
chum!
One example might be given to illustrate just what I mean . The persons
I allude to ore perhaps typified by o
character in o tole you may know: A
college-man applied for, and landed, a
job in a local industry. The boss shoved
o broom into his new employee's hand
and told him to sweep up out bock.
" Sir!" the indignant youth replied, " I'll
hove you know that I om a college-man."
"Oh," said his boss, "in that case,
I' ll show you how."
Now, don ' t be misled by on impression you may be entertaining, i.e., that
this is a terribly for-fetched yarn. It
isn't! You'll be amazed at how "procicol men " (as they love to call them-
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selves), snicker, if not sneer, ot you because you wont o better education. They
cook up horrible problems for you to
solve, and they expect you to be able
to dispotc;h them quickly and meticulously. If you haven't got a clue as to
what it's all about . . . watch out buddy! Be prepared! I usually try to
chuckle at myself, showing to all what
a blithering idiot I om, not at all copable of getting the correct change out
of a cigarette machine. This invariably
contents these individuals. But don't, as
my roomy once did, turn the tables
and ask them one. He once asked a
fellow train-traveller what he thought
of the deplorable conditions in Spain.
As it turned out, this guy was on ardent
supporter of Franco, ond he promptly
clobbered roomy with a lunch pail.
I should point out, however, that not
everybody responds to you with scorn.
(You'll note that I cleverly made allowonce for this in paragraph two. ) No,
not everybody, for there remains yet the
old college grad. Gentlemen, be prepared! Be prepared for the "rib-buster" (a
lung-cage crusher from well-meaning elbows), which you will receive simply because (a ) you are a college-man, (b)
you went to a football week-end. To
hear of a football week-end usually
renders on old college grad into a simpering, dewy-eyed creature with strong
nostalgic tendencies. But to come into
contact with some other college-man who
w:~s at the weekend brings about a
great change. Eyebrows slanting fiendishly, teeth glistening with gleeful anti-

cipotion, the old grad ( 1) makes with a
slow and all-knowing wink, (2 ) bongs
you horribly in the ribs, (3 ) roars with
laughter at the great time he thinks
you've hod. After several thrusts which
would make a well-fed water buffalo
whimper, you, the college-boy, ore begged to pass a long to one of the brotherhood all the boisterous details.
The truth may be that you wouldn't
beg, borrow or steal a coon-skin coot,
or that you hove no desire to gPt "looped11, "flyin' '' or "stinko"; you may even
be a confirmed tee-tattler. But just try
to tell him that. "Methinks the laddie
protests too much" is all he con thin k
of, and his howls get louder the more
you protest.
" ... Never let on, eh? (Loud " hoop" ),
"You dog you !" (Very loud hoop and
holler, followed by bong! - another rib
crusher. )
About the only safe way to ovoid the
awful carnage is to invent and commit
to memory some vile lie, and then make
like a phon ograph. They expect it to be
rather phonographic anyway. Begin in a
low, confiding tone, first telling how
many beers were consumed by you personally. Proceed then to the rollicking
time you hod smuggli!1g the " stuff" into the stadium, right under the noses
of the ushers, etc., then tell (interspersed
with the odd chortle now and then ),
how blind you were by the time you
got to the donee; the lovely dish you
picked up at this donee , etc. Loy it on
thick! I hove always found this. memorymethod on effective and highly pleasing
one for my "audience" . . . well , almost always. I once related the whole
juicy tale to on old grad I was hitch hiking to Toronto with . He later turned

out to be the uncle of a gal I hod been
escorting to the loca l cinema some several months. Well , we shan' t go into detoils, shall we?
Just one other thing comes to mind ,
and that is the pcoblem that seems to
focus itself on or around the collegeman . I've read somewhere that the an cient Egyptians inscribed on the walls of
their pyramids something which con
loosely be translated as "This younger
generation is going to the dogs." Well, I
don' t know whether or not the young
Egyptian scholars set aside their styli
and mode whoopee via the panty- raid
route, but todoy's college students e re
blasted for their " irresponsible" actions
time and time again . " Crazy idiots,"
screams the press, " such rash and foolish
actions cannot be tolerated! Put the
clamps on !"
On the other hand, we ore confronted
by laymen, old college grads (and scholars too), who bemoan the fact that
todoy's youth is a plodding bur~ch of
rut-loving squares. "Where' s the 'Avant
Gord'?" Who's covering up? " Be daring
in your planning; be original in your
thinking , " etc . Oh, sure; now we s!1ould
come up with radical id eas and concepts. " After all, why not? " Why not? !
For years we hove been p~eoded with ,
asked and told to be conventional (" all the other boys hove good marks,
Johnny"); to be discreet ("now be
wise when you choose your friends, my
boy"); and , above all, not to le"Jve the
middle of the rood (the reader will
hove to supply his own herel.
So what's a feller gonno do? Be Bohemian and be damned? Or should he be
conservative and be damned? Be damn ed if I know !
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A VOICE.

• •

A CHALLENGE
As we wended our way to college today were we aware of the autumn beauty surrounding us - the leaves of crimson and silver, gold and green o:-1d rust,
pointing their lost coloudul picture
ogo ' nst a background of blue sky and
green gross before they fluttered to the
ground? Did we no~ice the frugal squirrel,
dashing from tree to tree, its cheeks
bl{iging with nuts, a s it hastily prepared
for winter? Did we hear the melodious
call of a bird as with its mote it migrated to a wormer climate? Hove we smelted that autumn fragrance so different
from any other season's air? Or did we
walk, from ho~it, in a trance eyes,
ears and mind blind to the handiwork
of God owr lives so filled with personal problems, rroteriol thoughts and
momen'ary victories that we foiled 10
toke time to relax and permit the beauty
of the world to penetrate our souls and
gladden our hearts?
Not only to nature's beauty ore we
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blind, but even to the needs of our
friends and loved ones. How quickly a
friendly smile will lift someone out of
dejection; a kind word will soothe a
broken heart; a sympathetic ear will
ease the pent-up emotions of a frustrated
mind, but how often we pass by on the
other side. We place so little value on
the things of life that ore free to everyone free to give and free to receive.
Yes, our lives ore so filled with our
own wonts we even foil to toke time
out from t'1e hectic rush of today io
let God's nature refresh our hearts, to
permit His Will to rule our co·J rse of
living. To spend a few moments with
Him at the birth of each new day, to
soy "Lord, here is my life toke me
and use r. . toda y in Thy service" to kneel before Him in thankfulness and
rumility at t<,e close of a day.
We cannot view yesterday's drama tod'1y nor con we bring comfort to that
friend who needed help yesterday -

nor can we ever find Gad by putting
Him off until a more convenient time
some other day .
We must find God now. We can find
Him through His means of grace whicn
are prayer, the Bible, Communion, worship, compa:1ionship and service . We can
find God through taking a few moments with Him each day in prayer,
talking things over with Him which are
burdening our hearts or frustrating our
minds. The Bible is ours to open and
read . We may turn to the Psalms or
the beautiful fi:Jwing passages of St.
John or we may seek guidance from
Paul's Epistle to the Romans. Yes, wherever we turn .in the Bible we will find
there the solution to the problem that
is weighing on our heart or the conflict that is frustrating our mind . Regular attendance at church and communion
services have a definite value in their
solution of earthly problems and can
give us tne add ed stimulus that we need
to live da y by day in the knowledge and
understanding that we belong to God
and that He is our Comforter and our
Guide . Our choice of compan ions can
also be a~ aid to coming to know Gad.
We should never look for God in our
companions but through our association
with them we can be helped to " do
justly, to love mercy and to walk humbly
with our God."
By the means of Christian se rvice we
are coming closer to Gad . Through that
service we can begin to know Him and
as we continue in service we can gain a
greater knowledge and understanding of
the God we seek after. Through these
means we gain confidence and assurance
that He will guide us, guard us , strength•
en us and comfort us .

Even as the timid child, walking atop
his
a stone wall will place his hand confidence and trust in his Dad's
hand, so also may we, by placing our
hand in the Hand of God, walk trustingly and confidently along the highway of life with a new awareness, new
hope and trength and courage flowing
in every vein. With the realization that
" I can do all things through Christ which
strengtheneth me," an entire new being
emerges from its former shell and marches forward clothed in peace and joy and
love. And all those things that had commanded first place now become secondary or nan-existent.
Our journey through life has its dark
hours when we cannot see our way ahead,
but Christ, our Guide, knows the way.
He will lead us through the clouds of
today into the sunshine of tomorrow .
Each of us has the opportunity to weave
the style and colour of his or her life
pattern. Each of us has the opportunity
of working with God in developing a full ,
usefu l and satisfying life .
Let us pause and look upon the stirring won:ler of this world and there behold the majesty of God. Let us silence
the din and turmoil we are creating and
listen to that still small Voice the
Voice of God that brings peace to the
heart and mind and soul .
God is sa great! His love so deep !
His plan-that we His laws will keep.
We come, 0 God, to learn Your way,
With eager minds and hearts that pray.
Give us the courage and strengf1 t o grow,
Our joy through life Thy will to know .
Wisdom, and power, and majesty,
And honour, and glory, belong to Thee.
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CARMEN
. . . R. Dicknoether
Georges '"6izet, the composer of "Cormen," was born in Paris in the year
1838. At the age of eight he was enrolled at the Paris Conservatory of Music, at nineteen he won the Prix d e
Rom e for a musical composition and at
twenty-five he had produced his first
opera, "The Pearl Fishers". This work
was only mildly received at the time
of its premiere but it is becoming more
popular. Two highly unsuccessfi..ll operas followed, "La Jolie Fille de Pert"
and "Djamilah."
Bizet's type of music was unconventional in his time and inconsistent with
the accepted style of his doy . Consequently he wos rejected as an accom plished composer. Criticism from the
leading people of his day did nothing
to alleviate the unhop;::>y composer's
plight. He was ridiculed for his failures
and was accused of being a Wagnerite
which, in the Paris of the middle 1 BOO's,
was about the most humiliating title that
could hove been given to a French composer.

of thirty-seven, still believing himself o
failure, ond quite unaware that he had
produced the world's favourite opera.

In his fierce striving ro outdo himself
and prove the critics wrong , Bizet was ,
perhaps, his own executioner. Three
months after the premiere of " Carmen"
in March 1875, Georges Bizet died from
overwork and disappointment at the oge

No elegy was sung for this young genius, nor were there headlines in the
newspapers of Paris to note his passing,
but the ever-increasing popularity of
"Carmen" hos placed him in the vernacular which is, perhaps, the finest trib-
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ute t hat can ever be paid to genius.
The plot of "Carmen" concerns a
young and wantonly reckless gypsy girl
named Carmen who causes Don Jose, a
young corporal of the Spanish Dragoons,
to fall under her seductive spell. He
falls madly in love with Carmen, goes to
jail because he allowed her to escape
from his custody, deserts the ormy to
become a smuggler with her, is stripped
of his honesty, pride and self-respect
a.1d is changed into a vengeful, frustrated being.
With all of her loves, Carmen gradua lly loses interest in her corporal and
t ries to ab:mdon him in fa vour of a
toreador from Granada who answers to
the na me of Escamilla. Don Jose pleads
with Carmen to go away with him and
start life anew elsewhere, but she refuses and defies him to do his worst.
W hen h is last frenzied plea is scorned,
he draws his dagger and stabs her. As
people gather around him he sobs, "Vous
pouvez m'arrete r, c'est moi qui l'a tuee,
Ah Carmen, ma Carmen odoree. . . ."
The music of "Carmen" is skillfully
woven into the plot with a continuous
me lodic pattern which gives the opera
an uncommon unity of story and rhythm. It was just this flow of melody
a nd its unhappy ending that caused the
opera to be coaly received. Also, the
a udiences of that day were rather shocked at f~e Bohemian character of Carmen
herself.
Probably the most popular songs of
the opera are the two soprano arias, the
fast moving and rhythmic "Habanera"
and "Seguidilla," while the " Song of the
Toreador" is appealing too . Actually
these songs tell of the perils of the
bull ring with l;.mgi~g foros and the

shouts of the crowd as they loudly exclaim over the skill and agility of the
toreador.
Lesser known, but more beautifully
expressive, is Micaela's aria. It is sung
by a frightened girl who pleads fo, ,:>rotection from
God . Also, the
tenor's
"Flower Sang", in which he tells Carmen how the rose she threw to him
stayed fresh all through his two month
sojourn in prison, is beautiful but not
as well known. No,v it is generally accepted that this rose was either quite a
rose or that the tenor was quite a liar!
There are many recordings of "Carmen" available, both of the complete
opera and of the highlights from it.
Si nce single excerpts from "Carmen"
number in the thousands, it might be
best to mention only the best of the
complete works.
R. C. A. Victor has probably the best
known recording of "Carmen" with the
title role being sung by the famous Rise
Stevens, whose low-cut necklines set an
all time record for the sale of opera
glasses and box seats. Don Jose is sung
by Jan Pearce with Robert Merril as Escamilla.
For myself, I prefer the recording by
the Ope ra -Com iqu e de Paris under the
baton of Andre Cluytens. It is done by
a completely French company, and this
gives it a touch of outhenicity which
is usually found lacking in other productions. Quebec-bo rn Raoul Jobin takes the
tenor role as Don Jose with Solange
Michel as Carmen.
For a symphonic treatment and portrait of "Carmen", Andre Kostelanetz directs his orchestra so superbly thot it
will please even t'1e "1-hote-that-jun~"
type of low-brow 1
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VVATERLOO COLLEGE
IS IT READY?
. .. An Anonymous Junior

The universities that are most famous
in the world today are known to all of
us- Oxford, Cambridge, Harvard, Yale,
Sorbonne, Waterloo College, Peiking,
Madrid and many others.
Some will argue as to the relative importance of these institutions of higher
education, but no matter. Many will
question the inclusion of our College
among the ranks of Yale, Harvard, etc.
Why? Surely our College is as successful in our task of providing access to
educatio:1 as these others. So if the difference lies not in academic qualities,
where does it lie? The answer is aestheticism. No ivy growing up students' left
legs here. No ancient professors ossified
in cobwebbed corners here. No long
wooded walks past statues of prehistoric
professors
peering
at
moss-covered
"House of Usher" buildings, pregnant
with ancient superstitions and past glories. No elite spending of great-greatgrandfather's hard-stolen gold here.
r,~ Waterloo we have only the greatest
newly-discovered educational factor people. Waterloo College is people. Pea-
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pie who, growing with our college, can
in centuries to come develop their aesthetic qualities found in other universities.
Develop them, that is unless they are
careful. Why should we ever, here at
Waterloo, need to look to the past. Today
Waterloo has little past, and needs little
past. We have eons before us-let us
look to them.
Hindsight is good only when applied
to ensure the future's achievements. Any
decadent empire you can name decayed
from the time when the past became
more important than the future. Don't
let this happen here.
The future of Waterloo College lies
in the hands of its people. The College
is people. You! Waterloo is representative of youth . Youth, don't sell it short!
You cannot point to our rather functional buildings and say, "There is Waterloo College." The question which should
follow then is "Am I superior to mouldering stone and brick." If you can say
yes, go forth and convince the world
that the future belongs - to the future
- You not to the crumbling bones
of the past.
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